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Application of deep learning for data-driven emulation in urban drainage domain.
Automatic hyperparameter optimization and model selection for deep learning architecture.
Acceleration of a computationally expensive urban drainage simulator with low accuracy cost.

Introduction
Employing computationally expensive and highly detailed simulators in applications such as model-based
real-time control (RTC), uncertainty analysis, calibration, optimization or sensitivity analysis can be a
challenge; since in such applications numerous, frequent and fast simulations are required. Data-driven
emulation is an approach to tackle this challenge. An ‘emulator’ or ‘surrogate model’ can be developed
based on data derived from running the computationally expensive simulator. To the best of our
knowledge and according to the literature, application of Deep Learning (DL) techniques in data-driven
emulation of urban drainage simulators has been absent (or rare, if any). Traditional recurrent neural
networks (RNNs) have been among the popular techniques for sequence learning and time series
prediction. However, they suffer from ‘short-term memory’ problem. This is due to the ‘vanishing gradient’
issue which can occur during back-propagation towards the initial hidden layers of the neural network.
Long-Short-Term-Memory (LSTM) (Hochreiter & Schmidhuber, 1997) and its more recent version Gate
Recurrent Unit (GRU) (Cho et al., 2014), are two varieties of RNNs which overcome this issue by employing
some additional gates in internal structure of nodes. Therefore, LSTM and GRU networks were selected as
the candidate DL techniques in this research. Hyperparameter tuning of deep neural networks is normally a
time-consuming effort which requires machine learning (ML) expertise as well. Manual trade-off, grid
search and random search are still among the most common approaches in practice. In comparison,
automatic hyperparameter optimization methods can facilitate ML accessible to layman users as well as
professionals. Sequential model-based optimization is one of the most promising approaches in this regard
which was selected for hyperparameters optimization and model selection in this study (Snoek et al., 2012).

Methodology
Case Study
The case study area in this research is a small part of Haute-Sûre urban drainage catchment located in
north-west of Luxembourg. A detailed simulator (model) was developed for this catchment using a
commercial software. The software enables both wastewater quantity and quality modelling by considering
numerous physical and chemical processes as well as network details, which can result in a computationally
expensive simulator for some ad-hoc applications. Seven years of observed rainfall time series, with 10
minutes time resolution, was used to run the detailed simulator and extract the relevant input-output time
series data to develop the emulators for wastewater quantity and quality. The focus of emulation in this
study was specifically on a combined sewer overflow (CSO) structure in the case study area. Three time
series indicating rainfall (mm/hr), daily dry weather flow pattern, and pump outflow from the retention
tank (m3/s) were used to construct the quantity emulator to predict total volume in the retention tank
(m3). Two additional time series indicating storage tank volume (m3) and daily patter of water quality
indicator were used to construct the quality emulator to predict the total NH4 concentration (kg/m3) in the
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retention tank. 80% of the post-processed data was used to train the emulators and 20% for validation
purpose.
Deep Learning Techniques
LSTM and GRU networks have shown promising results in different fields water science and engineering
(Guo et al., 2018; Hu et al., 2018; Widiasari et al., 2018; Qin et al., 2019) and more specifically urban
drainage simulation domain (Zhang et al., 2018a,b; Yaqub et al., 2020). The fundamental difference
between LSTM and GRU neural networks and traditional RNNs is their internal ‘gated’ mechanisms which
solves the vanishing gradient issue mentioned earlier. The gates help to ‘forget’, ‘remember’ or ‘update’
the information according to the past seen data in the sequence. Hence, LSTM and GRU networks were
selected as the candidate deep learning techniques in this research for data-driven emulation. Traditional
Multilayer Perceptron (MLP) neural network was used as the baseline technique for comparison purpose.
Hyperparameter Optimization and Model Selection
Hyperparameter optimization in this research was implemented via sequential model-based optimization
by taking advantage of the ‘scikit-optimize’ library developed in Python programming language (Scikitoptimize, 2019). Based on different model performance values obtained from different combinations of
hyperparameters, scikit-optimize develops an internal surrogate model (e.g. a Gaussian Process or Random
Forest model). This surrogate model, which is computationally cheap, is used to estimate the next
combination of hyperparameters for evaluation. A common approach in selecting the next promising
combination of hyperparameter values is to optimize a measure such as expected improvement in model
performance. Three main hyperparameters were considered in this study for optimization, including: the
number of neural network layers (1, 2 or 3); the number of nodes in each layer (between 10 and 300), and
the learning rate (between 0.001 and 0.1). We also considered the RNN type (LSTM or GRU) as another
hyperparameter. This way, it was possible to implement hyperparameter optimization and model selection
simultaneously.

Results and discussion
After performing hyperparameter optimization a GRU network with one deep layer, 192 nodes and a
learning rate of 0.006 was selected for the quantity emulator; while an LSTM architecture with one deep
layer, 180 nodes and a learning rate of 0.004 was preferred for quality emulator. R2 Score, Nash–Sutcliffe
efficiency coefficient (NSE) and Volumetric Efficiency (VE) were used for quantification of emulation error
using the unseen data (the closer to 1 the better the results). Figure 2 illustrates validation results for longterm emulation using the unseen data for both emulators. Figure 3 shows the distribution of emulation
error metrics for short-term emulation using both emulators. The acceleration factor in this specific case
study was ≈ 1250 (i.e. the emulators were approximately 1250 times faster than the detailed original
simulator in this case).

Figure 2. Validation results for the quantity and quality emulators for the test (unseen) dataset. Quantity emulator performance
metrics: (VE_DL = 0.922, VE_MLP = 0.902, R2_DL= 0.995, R2_MLP = 0.986); quality emulator performance metrics (NSE_DL = 0.984,
NSE_MLP = 0.941, R2_DL = 0.985, R2_MLP= 0.944). DL refers to GRU or LSTM emulators. MLP refers to the baseline emulator.
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Figure 3. Violin plots showing the distribution of emulation error metrics (R2, NSE, VE) for short-term daily predictions with
quantity (yellow) and quality (orange) emulators.

Conclusions and future work
The results showed a promising potential of the introduced approach for data-driven emulation in urban
drainage domain. The presented approach is generic and fully data-driven; rather easier to implement in
comparison to other data-driven emulation techniques (e.g. Gaussian Processes); independent from type of
emulator (quantity or quality); and resulted in a considerable simulation acceleration gain together with a
low accuracy cost. Developing multi-output emulators for larger case studies and their applications in
computationally demanding tasks (e.g. RTC, uncertainty propagation, sensitivity analysis, and model
calibration) can be considered valuable future research directions.
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